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Derivatives Trends in FRANCE for Young Movies Fans
OBYZ, ABYSTYLE,ABYSMILE
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USPA NEWS - Welcome to Life in Hollywood Movies Fans. A place open to any or all roleplays. You can bring in anyone you want
from anything you want. It's a school that's more than just a school run almost entirely by YOU. To talk about Hero and its related
stories, and news about Hero and it's related stories..

Welcome to Life in Hollywood Movies Fans. A place open to any or all roleplays. You can bring in anyone you want from anything you
want. It's a school that's more than just a school run almost entirely by YOU. To talk about Hero and its related stories, and news about
Hero and it's related stories.... OBYZ, ABYSTYLE and ABYSMILE made it real for Young Movies Fans for Films/Cartoons such as
Star Wars, Harry Potter, Star Trek, Game of Thrones, from DC Comics (Batman, Flash, Green Lanter, Superman,...), The Lapins
Cretins,... and Educational Kits to add up.

- Obyz is an under official licenses games brand for children from 7 to 12 years old. Obyz offers games of your favorite heroes with
funny mecanisms and designs which are very faithful to the universe of the hottest licenses. All trends from schoolyards are on Obyz :
One Piece, Raving Rabbids, Star Wars, Dragon Ball“¦

- ABYstyle, the fan experience. The Brand is Textile Designer, decoration and everyday objects : t-shirts, sweat-shirts, luggages,
posters, collector artprints, wall stickers, mouse pad, mugs...

- Abysmile : this brand creates games and toys under licenses respecting three fondamental values : having fun learning and sharing.
Children 2 to 6 years old enter a fun and educational universe. Learning Games, Puzzles, Educational Games,... 'Time Smile' for family
time.
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